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Abstract
What we call a “higher-order method” (HOM) is a method that makes mandatory calls to other dynamically-dispatched methods. Examples include template methods as in the Template method design pattern and notify methods in the Observer pattern. HOMs are particularly difficult to reason about, because standard pre- and postcondition specifications cannot describe the mandatory calls. For reasoning about such methods, existing approaches use either higher-order logic or traces, but both are unintuitive and verbose.

We describe a simple, intuitive, and modular approach to specifying HOMs. We show how to verify calls to HOMs and their code using first-order verification conditions, in a sound and modular way.

Verification of client code that calls HOMs can take advantage of the client’s knowledge about the mandatory calls to make strong conclusions. Our verification technique validates and explains traditional documentation practice for HOMs, which typically shows their code. However, specifications do not have to expose all of the code to clients, but only enough to determine how the HOM makes its mandatory calls.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.1 [Software Engineering]: Requirements/Specifications — languages, methodologies; D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification — correctness proofs, formal methods, programming by contract; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features — classes and objects, control structures, frameworks, procedures, functions, and subroutines; F.3.1 [Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Specifying and Verifying and Reasoning about Programs

General Terms Languages, Verification

Keywords Model program, verification, specification languages, grey-box approach, higher order method, mandatory call, Hoare logic, refinement calculus.

1. Introduction
No program exists in a vacuum. Instead, developers use components from libraries and frameworks. For example, a Java programmer may use Swing, Java’s input/output framework, and Jakarta Commons. Such reuse improves productivity. It can also improve other attributes of software, such as its performance or maintainability.

The importance of reusable OO components is both a challenge and opportunity for software engineering. It is an opportunity because better documentation of such components can payoff in productivity and quality.

In this paper we focus on some of reuse’s technical challenges, namely the specification language design and verification challenges posed by higher-order methods. For us, the term higher-order method (HOM) means a method whose requirements include one or more mandatory calls. A mandatory call is a method call that must occur under certain specified conditions. The HOM’s specification describes how it sequences these mandatory calls, and in what states these calls are made. A HOM may also make calls that are not mandatory.

Reasoning about HOMs is a long-standing hard problem. Our contribution is a practical technique that builds on the grey-box approach. We show its practicality for sequential Java programs by integrating it with JML, and by showing how to do modular reasoning simply. For verification of client code, we show how the use of a copy rule in conjunction with grey-box specifications allows one to draw strong conclusions. Our verification techniques are explained using a Hoare logic, and we give a new soundness proof. Remarkably, refinement style reasoning
not needed to use the grey-box approach, though refinement is used in our soundness proof.

In what follows we first give more details on the problem. Our solution approach is described in Section 3 Section 4 formalizes our approach and gives a soundness proof. After that, we discuss other issues, future work, and conclude.

2. The Problem

Several standard and important examples of HOMs are found in common design patterns [17]. These include:

• The Notify method of the Observer pattern, which makes mandatory calls to the Update method in each observer object.

• The kind of method described by the Template Method pattern, which makes mandatory calls to several abstract “primitive operation” methods in some particular order.

• The HandleRequest method of the Chain of Responsibility pattern, which, if it cannot directly handle a request, makes a mandatory call to the next such method. (This illustrates that such mandatory calls need not happen in every execution, despite the name.)

In addition, clients of methods found in behavioral design patterns are often HOMs that make mandatory calls to the pattern’s methods. This includes callers of: the Interpret method in the Interpreter pattern, the Execute method in the Command pattern, the Handle method in the State pattern, the Accept method in the Visitor pattern, and the strategy method in a strategy object.

As can be seen from the above examples, typically a mandatory call is both dynamically-dispatched and calls a method with a weak specification. A method specification is weak if it does not completely describe the state transformation that the caller of the HOM cares about, but instead only states some limited property (such as that a mandatory dynamic call will terminate, or that it does not write to certain fields). For example, in a Java implementation of the Observer pattern, the actionPerformed method of a Listener, which corresponds to the Notify method of an observer, has such a weak specification, which allows Listener objects to perform many different tasks. The code sequencing calls to such methods thus has very weak dependencies on their effects. Mandatory calls will typically be dynamically dispatched, because they will typically be calls to abstract methods. For example, the call to the actionPerformed method of a Listener object will be dynamically dispatched.

2.1 Client Reasoning

Because the mandatory calls of a HOM typically have weak specifications, the HOM’s specification will typically not be sufficient for client-side reasoning. That is, if a client wants to know that a call to a HOM accomplishes some specific state transformation, then the HOM’s weak specification will generally not be enough to prove what the client wants.

As an example of this problem and of the problem of integrating with an interface specification language such as JML, we show a very simple instance of the Observer pattern. First, consider the class Counter, shown in Figure 1 whose HOM bump is to be observed, and which holds a single listener to observe it. This class declares two private fields, count and lstnr. The JML annotations declare both fields to be spec_public, meaning that they can be used in public specifications [25]. The field count is the main state in counter objects. The field lstnr holds a possibly null Listener object, and the register method has a Hoare-style specification. The precondition is omitted, since it is just “true,” its assignable clause gives a frame axiom, which says that it can only assign to the field lstnr. Its postcondition is given in its ensures clause. The figure does not specify the HOM bump, as a major part of the problem is how to specify it.

```java
public class Counter {
    private int count = 0;
    private Listener lstnr = null;

    public void register(Listener lnr) {
        // This line assigns to the field lstnr.
        lstnr = lnr;
        this.lstnr.actionPerformed(this.count);
    }

    public void bump() {
        this.count = this.count+1;
        if (this.lstnr != null) {
            this.lstnr.actionPerformed(this.count);
        }
    }
}
```

Figure 1. A Java class with JML specifications. JML specifications are written as annotation comments that start with an at-sign (@), and in which at-signs at the beginnings of lines are ignored. The specification for method register is written before its header.

The interface Listener, specified in Figure 2 contains a very weak specification of its actionPerformed method. Counter’s bump method notifies a listener by calling actionPerformed. Its specification is weak because it has no pre- and postconditions. Its assignable clause names this.objectState, which is a datagroup defined for class Object. A datagroup is a declared set of fields that can be added to in subtypes [28][50].

The class LastVal, specified in Figure 3 is a subtype of Listener. Objects of this type track the last value passed to their actionPerformed method in the field

1 In JML fields are automatically specified to be non-null by default [11][23], so nullable must be used in such cases.
public interface Listener {
    // @ assignable this.objectState;
    void actionPerformed(int x);
}

Figure 2. Specification of the interface Listener.

val. This field is placed in the objectState datagroup by the in clause following the field’s declaration. Making val a member of the objectState datagroup allows the actionPerformed method to update it \[28, 30\]. Objects of this class also have a method \textit{getVal}, which allows Java code to access the field’s value.

public class LastVal implements Listener {
    private /*@ assignable this.objectState; @*/ int val = 0;
    // @ in objectState;

   /*@ also @*/
    @ assignable this.objectState;
    @ ensures this.val == x; /*@*/
    public void actionPerformed(int x) {
        this.val = x;
    }

   /*@ ensures \result == this.val; @*/
    public /*@ pure @*/ int getVal() {
        return this.val;
    }
}

Figure 3. The JML specification of LastVal.

With these pieces in place, we can now show a typical example of client reasoning with the observer pattern. Consider the code in Figure 4. This code creates a LastVal object \textit{lv} and a Counter object \textit{c}. It passes \textit{lv} to \textit{c} by calling \textit{c}’s \textit{register} method. Hence, as the second assertion states, the \textit{lstnr} field of the Counter object \textit{c} holds \textit{lv}. This sets the stage for calling \textit{c}’s HOM \textit{bump}.

LastVal \textit{lv} = new LastVal();
/*@ assert \textit{lv} != null && \textit{lv}.val == 0; @*/
Counter \textit{c} = new Counter();
\textit{c}.register(lv);
/*@ assert \textit{c}.lstnr == \textit{lv} && \textit{lv} != null; @*/
/*@ assert \textit{c}.count == 0; @*/
\textit{c}.bump();
/*@ assert \textit{lv}.val == 1; @*/

Figure 4. A Java example that draws a strong conclusion (the assertion in the last line) about a call to the HOM \textit{bump}.

The call to \textit{bump} increments \textit{c}’s \textit{count} field to 1, and then passes 1 to \textit{lv}’s \textit{actionPerformed} method. This causes \textit{lv} to store 1 in its field \textit{val}, which makes the last assertion in Figure 4 hold. The problem we address is how to write modular specifications that enable static verification of such assertions.

For proving the last assertion in Figure 4 a normal Hoare-style specification for Counter’s method \textit{bump}, such as the one shown in Figure 5, is not sufficient. The problem with using Figure 5 to prove assertions like the last one in Figure 4 is that Figure 5 does not say anything about the particular state change that may occur in the \textit{lstnr} object. Furthermore, a first-order specification like this has no way to even say that the mandatory call is made.

Proving such an assertion requires that the specification talk about the mandatory call and that there is some way to use the specification from LastVal to reason about that call. Thus \textit{bump} must be specified so that the caller can use a specification like the one in LastVal, even though modularity prohibits Counter from knowing anything about LastVal.

2.2 Related Work

Several solutions to this problem of how to modularly reason about HOMs have appeared previously in the literature, albeit not dealing with OO issues like behavioral subtyping.

Ernst, Navlakha, and Ogden [15] use higher-order logic to handle such problems. As shown in Figure 6, one would use \textit{pre} and \textit{post} to refer to the pre- and postconditions of called methods\footnote{Similarly, Damm and Josko [12] allow use of Hoare triples as predicates on procedure parameters.}. However, this technique makes \textit{bump}’s specification more complex and involved than its code. Furthermore, verification takes place in a higher-order logic, since the specification of \textit{bump} takes a description of \textit{actionPerformed} as a parameter, and thus quantifies over function or predicate symbols. This makes automated verification difficult, as most theorem provers for higher-order logic are interactive. Besides these shortcomings, their work does not technically require the function object to be called by an implementation, only that the effect specified by the parameter be achieved.
Soundarajan and Fridella [40] solve the problem of making sure that a higher order method actually makes the mandatory calls by writing specifications that track a trace of method calls. For example, Counter's `bump` method could be specified in their style as shown in Figure 7. In this figure, the trace, \( \tau \) has one element, which is a call to `lstnr's actionPerformed` method (which would have to be declared as a "hook method", hence the notation "hm" for retrieving the name of this method from the trace). Using Soundarajan and Fridella’s “Enrichment Rule” (R2), one can prove assertions like the last one in Figure 4 by using knowledge of the value of the field `lstnr`, and the specification in `LastVal`. However, writing such trace-based specifications is still not very intuitive for programmers, especially when they involve sequencing several calls. Also, reasoning about such specifications involves intricate proofs about traces. For example, Soundarajan and Fridella’s paper spends about 8 pages to describe a case study of specifying and verifying a single HOM (for bank accounts) [40] pages 321–329.

Büchi and Weck’s “grey-box” approach [7] [8] [9], is a simpler way to specify such HOMs. We build on and adapt their work in this paper, integrating it with JML. In their work, specifications of HOMs are written as abstract programs, which in JML are called model programs. A model program exposes information about the method’s mandatory calls, while hiding some details. Details can be hidden by using specification statements in the model program to describe the effect of the hidden code. As we will show, the resulting sequence of hidden behaviors and exposed mandatory calls allows variation in implementations while permitting clients to draw strong conclusions. Büchi and Weck also did not explain a practical technique for verifying that an implementation of a HOM satisfies a model program specification, nor did they give a verification rule for client reasoning. Our paper’s contribution is a solution to these technical problems, a new soundness proof, and a practical adaptation to JML.

Barnett and Schulte [5] support run-time verification of model programs in the .NET environment. However, they only check conformance of a running implementation, while we seek to provide some static guarantees.

3. Solution Approach

Our solution approach relies on grey-box, model program specifications [7] [8] [9] and uses a copy rule [32] to reason about calls to HOMs specified with model programs.

A model program specification for `Counter's HOM bump` is shown in Figure 8. In this figure, the `public mod-

declare specifier says that this specification is intended for client use [25]. The keyword model_program introduces the model program. Its body contains a statement sequence consisting of a specification statement followed by an if-statement. The specification statement starts with normal_behavior and includes the assignable and ensures clauses. Specification statements can also have a requires clause, which would give a precondition; in this example the precondition defaults to “true.” A specification statement describes the effect of a piece of code that would be used at that place in an implementation. Such a piece of code can assume the precondition and must establish the postcondition, assigning only to the datagroups permitted by its assignable clause. Thus specification statements can hide implementation details and make the model program less specific. Although the example uses a specification statement in a trivial way, they can be used to abstract arbitrary pieces of code, and have been used to do so in the refinement calculus [2] [33].

Our approach prescribes how to do two verification tasks:

- Verification that a HOM implementation satisfies a model program specification. Our approach imposes verification conditions on the code by first “matching” the code against the model program, which yields a set of verification conditions for parts of the code that implement the model program’s specification statements.
- Verification of calls to HOMs specified with model programs. Our approach uses a verification rule that copies the model program to the call site, with appropriate substitutions. The caller can then draw strong conclusions using a combination of the copied specification and the caller’s knowledge of the program’s state at the call site.

3.1 Verifying Implementations

Verification of implementation code takes place in two steps.
The first step is matching, which checks whether code has the form specified by the model program. The matching we use in verifying that code satisfies a model program is simple, requiring exact matches except where the model program contains a specification statement. A specification statement can only be matched by a refining statement, which must have the same specification as the specification statement.

In our example, bump’s code in Figure 9 matches the model program in Figure 8. This is because the refining statement in the code matches the specification statement in the model program, and the call to actionPerformed in the code matches the same (mandatory) call in the model program. Thus each piece of the code matches a corresponding piece of the model program. Note that bump’s code in Figure 1 does not match, since it has no refining statement.

```java
public /*@ extract */ void bump() 
{  
    /*@ refining normal_behavior 
     @ assignable this.count;
     @ ensures this.count == old(this.count+1); 
     @*/
    this.count = this.count+1;

    if (this.lstnr != null) {
        this.lstnr.actionPerformed(this.count);
    }
}
```

**Figure 9.** Code matching the model program specification for Counter’s actionPerformed method. The extract syntax is explained in Section 3.3.

The second stage is a proof that each refining statement in the code implements its specification. That is, one must check that, assuming the specification statement’s precondition, the body of the refining statement achieves the specification’s postcondition and only assigns to the fields permitted by its frame. Since all other matches are exact, this is sufficient to show that the code must refine the model program. It also ensures that the mandatory calls occur in the implementation in the specified states.

In our example, the specification statement has no precondition, and so one simply has to prove that the code’s assignment this.count = this.count+1 meets the postcondition and only assigns to this.count. This proof is straightforward.

Despite its simplicity, our technique is practical. In particular, it allows programmers to trade the amount of effort they invest in specification and verification for flexibility in maintenance. Programmers writing abstract specifications that hide some details gain the ability to change code that implements those specifications. Conversely, programmers can choose to avoid most of the overhead of specification and verification and simply use the code for a HOM as a (white-box) specification, with the obvious loss of flexibility in maintenance. The choice is left to them, and is not dictated by our technique.

### 3.2 Client Reasoning

Our technique for verification of calls to HOMs with model program specifications, client reasoning, can reach strong conclusions without the use of higher-order logic or traces in specifications. As mentioned above, it uses a copy rule [12], in which the body of the model program specification is substituted for the HOM call at the call site, with appropriate substitutions.

For example, to reason about the call to c.bump() in Figure 4 one copies the body of the model program specification to the call site, substituting the actual receiver c for the specification’s receiver, this. This produces the code shown in Figure 10.

From the code shown in Figure 10 it is easy to verify the final assertion, since the call to actionPerformed is present. Thus the client can continue reasoning by using the assignable clause of the specification statement to show that, just before the call to actionPerformed, c.lstnr == lv. This allows the client to use the specification of actionPerformed from LastVal to prove the final assertion.

The reason this approach works well for clients is that their reasoning does not have to rely on a weak, pre- and postcondition specification of the HOM or the very weak specification of its mandatory calls. Instead clients can use the model program and their knowledge of (stronger) specifications for the actual mandatory calls. Thus clients reasoning can use their knowledge of specific arguments to the HOM, or the states and types of objects, to draw strong conclusions.

### 3.3 Extraction of Model Programs from Code

Due to matching, model program specifications necessarily duplicate all of the implementation code that is not hidden by specification statements. This duplication introduces the possibility of errors and is a maintenance headache.
However, the ability to keep model program specifications separate from the code they specify is useful in two cases. The first is when there is no code, i.e., for an abstract method. The second is when the code cannot be changed at all, e.g., when the code is owned by a third party.

If the specification does not have to be kept separate from the code, we can avoid the problems of duplication by writing the code and the specification together. An example of how this would be done is shown in Figure 9. The method modifier `extract` says to extract the specification from the code. The extraction process forms a model program specification, in this case the one shown in Figure 8, by taking the specification of each `refining` statement as a specification statement in the model program (thus hiding its implementation part), and by taking all other statements as written in the code. This extracted model program automatically matches the code.

Figure 9’s use of `extract` is syntactic sugar for writing the specification shown in Figure 10. The specification shown in Figure 8 would be what a specification browsing tool would show to readers, even if the specification was written in the code as in Figure 11.

### 3.4 Template Method Example

We have worked several nontrivial examples to validate our approach, and they worked beautifully. However, due to lack of space, we can only present one of these, an instance of the Template Method design pattern [17].

Template methods are HOMs that are used in frameworks, where they sequence calls to “hook methods” that are overridden (customized) by the framework’s users. Typically the hook methods have weak specifications. The template method makes mandatory calls to these hook methods, which works very well with model program specification.

As an example, consider the HOM `prepare` in Figure 11. The model program specification extracted from the method `prepare` is shown in Figure 12. This model program has two mandatory calls to the weakly specified hook methods: one each to `mix` and `bake`.

A specializer, like `StringyCake` in Figure 13, supplies code and stronger specifications for the hook methods.

A client of `StringyCake` would be able to use the model program specification of `prepare` and the specifications of the hook methods to prove the assertion in Figure 14. This works because the client can substitute the model program specification for the call to `prepare`, which allows use of the extended specifications for the hook methods.

The result of substituting the actuals into the model program from Figure 12 for the call to the `prepare` method is shown in Figure 15. In this substitution, we have changed the return in the code into the assignment to the variable receiving the call’s value, as usual [19]. From Figure 15 it is straightforward to prove the final assertion, taking advantage of the fact that `c` is an instance of `StringyCake` and the specifications of its hook methods.

```java
import java.util.Stack;

public abstract class CakeFactory {
    public /*@ extract */ Object prepare() {
        Stack pan;
        //@ refining normal_behavior
        @ assignable pan;
        @ ensures pan.isEmpty(); /*@
        pan = new Stack();

        this.mix(pan);
        this.bake(pan);
        return pan.pop();
    }

    //@ requires items.size() == 0;
    //@ assignable items.theCollection;
    //@ ensures items.size() == 1;
    public abstract void mix(Stack items);

    //@ requires items.size() == 1;
    //@ assignable items.theCollection;
    //@ ensures items.size() == 1;
    public abstract void bake(Stack items);
}
```

**Figure 11.** The class `CakeFactory`, with its template method `prepare`, and two hook methods: `mix` and `bake`.

```java
/*@ public model_program { */
    @ Stack pan;
    @ @ assignable pan;
    @ ensures pan.isEmpty();
    @ @
    @ this.mix(pan);
    @ this.bake(pan);
    @ return pan.pop();
    @ /*}
    public Object prepare();
}
```

**Figure 12.** The extracted specification for `prepare`.

### 4. Formalization of Reasoning with Model Programs

This section formalizes the two kinds of verification described above: verification of the correctness of methods against model program specifications and verifications of calls to such methods. To precisely investigate their soundness, we first give details of the subset of JML we study, and then formalize matching and the Hoare logic for this language.

#### 4.1 Model Program Language

We study a subset of Java enriched with a subset of JML specification constructs. Except for model program specifications, this subset is essentially that of Core JML [27], which has classes and interfaces. Classes can declare fields and methods; we do not consider JML’s model fields or
import java.util.Stack;

public class StringyCake extends CakeFactory {
    /*@
    requires items.size() == 0;
    assignable items.theCollection;
    ensures items.size() == 1
    && items.peek().equals("batter");
    @*/
    public void mix(Stack items) {
        items.push("batter");
    }

    /*@
    requires items.size() == 1
    && items.peek().equals("batter");
    assignable items.theCollection;
    ensures items.size() == 1
    && items.peek().equals("CAKE");
    @*/
    public void bake(Stack items) {
        items.push("CAKE");
        items.pop();
    }
}

Figure 13. StringyCake, a subclass of CakeFactory. The keyword also indicates that the given specification is joined with the one it overrides \[22, 26\].

CakeFactory c;
Object r;
c = new StringyCake();
r = c.prepare();
//@ assert r.equals("CAKE");

Figure 14. Client code that uses prepare.

invariants. Model fields could be simulated with JML’s specification-only ghost fields, which Core JML handles, but we omit them from this paper’s formal treatment, as they are orthogonal to our main concerns; likewise for interfaces. The remainder of this paper focuses on methods and their specifications.

Our subset of JML allows two kinds of method specifications. A method may have either a Hoare-style pre- and postcondition specification or a model program specification. For simplicity, we ignore frame axioms (JML’s assignable clause) in the formalism (they can be encoded in postconditions), and we concentrate on partial correctness.

A grammar for the subset of JML model programs that we formalize is shown in Figure 16. Examples, such as the one in Figure 12, were shown with JML-style annotation comments and the full JML syntax, but our formalism ignores these lexical details as well JML’s visibility modifiers for method specifications. We use the abbreviation spec\((P, Q)\) for a JML specification statement with precondition \(P\) and postcondition \(Q\). We also write refining \(P, Q\) as \(S\) for a refining statement with precondition \(P\) and postcondition \(Q\), and body \(S\).

\[
MS : = \text{“method specification”} \\{ \text{requires } P; \text{ ensures } Q; \}\text{“requires-ensures”} \text{“model program”}
\]

\[
S : = \text{“JML statement”} \\;
| x = E; \text{“skip”}
| x.m(\vec{x}); \text{“assignment”}
| \{D S\} \text{“method call”}
| S_1 S_2 \text{“block”}
| if \(x\) \(S_1\) else \(S_2\) \text{“sequence”}
| spec(P, Q) \text{“if”}
| refining P, Q as S \text{“specification”}
| refining \text{“refining”}
\]

\[
D ::= \text{“declaration”} \\;
| T x; \text{“local of type } T\text{”}
| D* \text{“simultaneous”}
\]

\[
E, P, Q ::= \text{“expression”} \\;
| this \mid x \mid x_1 . x_2 \mid x_0 . m(\vec{x}) \mid \text{new } T(\vec{x})
| x_1 = x_2 \mid x_1 < x_2 \mid x_1 \& \& x_2 \mid x_1 \mid ' x_2
| ! x \mid x_1 \lor x_2 \mid x_1 % x_2 \mid \ldots
| \text{\old}(E)
\]

Figure 15. Client code that uses prepare, after using the copy rule and substituting the actual receiver \(c\) for this.

Figure 16. A core JML grammar for model programs. The nonterminal \(T\) stands class names and primitive types, and \(x\) stands for identifiers.

Statements \((S)\) in Figure 16 include both the statements that can appear in model programs and the statements that can appear in method bodies (code). However, we do not allow refining statements to appear in model programs and we do not allow specification statements to appear in method bodies. Refining statements are also not allowed in the bodies of refining statements.
matches : S × S → Boolean
matches(S, S') = (extract(S) = S')

extract : S → S
extract(refining P, Q as S) = spec(P, Q)
extract((D S)) = (D extract(S))
extract(S₁ S₂) = extract(S₁) extract(S₂)
extract(if (E₁) S₁ else S₂) = if (E₁) extract(S₁) else extract(S₂)
extract(S) = S (if none of the above cases apply)

Figure 17. Definition of when a code statement matches the statement of a model program, which is built on a definition of how to extract a model program from code. The “=” notation used to compare statements means textual equality.

We sometimes use $S$ for statements in model programs, in contexts where $S$ is used only for code.

To avoid definedness complications, method calls and new object constructions are not allowed in requires and ensures clauses.

4.2 Structural Similarity from Matching

Matching an implementation against a model program is straightforward. The matches predicate merely checks that the code could have had the model program extracted from it, as would be done if the extract keyword had been used. So matches is defined using an operator extract, which takes a statement and recursively replaces each refining statement with the specification statement it contains. This (very simple) algorithm is given in Figure 17.

As can be seen in Figure 17, statements match only against themselves, with the exception of statements that contain refining statements, which can only match specification statements. For example, the statement that forms the body of the bump method shown in Figure 9 matches the model program given in Figure 8.

This definition of matches allows specification statements to match themselves. However, because specification statements do not appear in normal code, but only in model program specifications, this does not matter for matching.

4.3 Verification and its Soundness

In this section we formalize our verification technique in the manner of Hoare logic. Section 4.3.1 gives proof rules, focusing on the rule for client reasoning and the rule for verifying method implementations with respect to model program specifications. In order to justify these rules with actual behavior of programs, we first define a semantics for ordinary statements (without specification statements) as state transformers (Section 4.3.2). Then we define a predicate transformer semantics for the language extended with specification statements (Section 4.3.3). Finally, Section 4.3.4 uses the semantics to define notions of satisfaction and Section 4.3.5 shows soundness of the proof rules for statements and for complete programs.

4.3.1 Verification logic

As in our Core JML formalism [21,27], we let $\Gamma$ range over typing assignments, which are maps from variable names to types. The judgment $\Gamma \vdash S$ says that $S$ is well formed in the context $\Gamma$ and the class table $CT$. The class table $CT$ is implicit, and can be thought of as a compiled version of the program’s class-level declarations. In particular, for a method in class $T$ with parameters $\vec{x} : \vec{U}$, its body will be type checked in context this : $T$, $\vec{x} : \vec{U}$. (We only consider void-returning methods, for simplicity.)

Hoare rules are found in judgments of the following form $\Gamma \vdash P \{S\} Q$. Such a judgment means that if $P$ holds, and if the statement $S$ terminates normally, then $Q$ is true in its post-state. Such a judgment is well-formed if $\Gamma \vdash S$, and if the precondition $P$ is also well formed in $\Gamma$, and if the postcondition $Q$ is also well formed. Well-formedness of $Q$ allows its “\texttt{old}” expressions to refer to the statement’s initial state. (For $Q$ used as postcondition in a method specification, occurrences of this and of the parameters are implicitly treated as if inside “\texttt{old}” so they have a sensible interpretation at invocation sites.) The formal rules apply only to well formed correctness statements, but for brevity we sometimes omit the context $\Gamma$.

There is some variation among logics and verification systems about how the heap is modeled, and this affects the rules for field update and object construction (at least). For example, the Jive system [34,38] uses an explicit global variable that stands for the heap, and the field assignment rule uses an update expression for the heap; ESC/Java [16] and Spec# [3] encode the heap as a collection of arrays, one per field, and treat field assignment as array update; de Boer and Pierik [13,37] use another approach and Parkinson [36] yet another (separation logic). Our results do not depend on such particulars of the assertion language or proof rules, with the exception of the rules for method invocation and the rules for verifying method implementations. We refrain from stating a rule for field update and also omit the standard rules [19] for assignment, control structures, consequence, etc.

The key rules appear in Figure 18, which we explain below.

Specification statements do not occur in method implementations but they occur in model programs and therefore in the antecedent of rule (HOCALL) so our logic needs a rule for them. Rule (SPECStmt) is straightforward [2,34].

Rule (MCALL) is an ordinary rule for method call. It is similar to the rule (SPECStmt) in that the pre- and post-

---

1 Some logics use more complicated “adaptation rules” for recursive procedure calls [20], but adaptation is needed for auxiliary variables which we omit in favor of the “\texttt{old}” notation. So, for reasoning about recursive calls, the substitutions in rule (MCALL) suffice.
Condition are obtained directly the specification given by the program’s specification table, \( ST \).

The specification table, \( ST \), is fixed for a given program. It maps a pair consisting of a class type and a method name to that method’s specification. The specification table contains two kinds of specifications: pre-/post-condition (requires/ensures) pairs, written \( re(P, Q) \), and model program specifications, written \( mp(S) \). The (MCALL) rule is only used for calls where the specification table contains a pre-/post-condition pair.

In JML, occurrences of parameters and \texttt{this} in a post-condition \( Q' \) are interpreted to refer to the initial state, which is why straightforward substitutions account for parameter passing in rule (MCALL). Note that the assumed type \( T' \) of the receiver must be a subtype of the static type of \( x \), otherwise the precondition would be ill-formed. When \( T' = T \), the condition \( x \text{ instanceof } T' \) is trivially true and can be omitted. (Note that in Java \( mtype(T', m) = mtype(T, m) \).

Of course, rule (MCALL) relies on behavioral subtyping \([13]\): the method implementation dispatched according to the receiver’s dynamic type must satisfy the specifications of its supertypes \([14, 22, 26, 29]\).

**Assumption 4.1.** The specification table, \( ST \), has behavioral subtyping, i.e., for all classes \( T, T' \) with \( T \leq T' \), and all methods \( m \) declared or inherited in \( T' \), \( ST(T, m) \) refines \( ST(T', m) \).

In Section 4.3.4 we formalize the notion of refinement with which the assumption can be made precise, but this is not a central issue in this paper and we do not dwell on it.

In the (HOCALL) rule, the antecedent \( \text{this} : T', \bar{y} : \bar{T} \vdash S' \) says that the model program’s body \( S' \) type checks in a type context appropriate for the method’s type. This ensures that the substitution \( S'[x, \bar{x}]/\text{this}, \bar{y} \) that produces \( S \) is well-typed. (Substitution renames locals to avoid capture.) Note that the antecedent \( \Gamma, x : T' \vdash P \{ S \} Q \) uses the type context \( \Gamma \) with the receiver \( x \)’s type changed to \( T' \). This change of \( x \)’s type is necessary because \( S' \) type checks with \( \text{this} : T' \). Assignments to parameters are disallowed, without loss of generality, as usual in proof systems.

Rules (MCALL) and (HOCALL) are to be used for reasoning about both invocations by clients and recursive invocations within method declarations. By contrast, some Hoare logics include a separate rule for verifying the implementation of a recursive procedure, which is allowed to assume the correctness of the procedure for recursive invocations. Since rules (MCALL) and (HOCALL) take for granted that the invoked method satisfies its specification, we also formalize the obligation to verify every method implementation, using three more rules.

We use the judgment \( CT \vdash ST \) to signify that every method implementation in every class satisfies its specification. We say that \( P \{ S \} Q \) is derivable iff it has a proof using the rules discussed earlier, and \( P \{ S \} Q \) is provable iff it is derivable and moreover \( CT \vdash ST \) can be derived using rule (CLASS TABLE).

The judgment \( \text{"S sat } ST(T, m)\text{"} \) says that \( S \) satisfies its specification. In the case of ordinary requires/ensures specifications, the rule (SAT RE) requires that statement \( S \) is verified in the usual way. Here \( S \) could be any statement, but the only use for rule (SAT RE) is for method bodies in the antecedent of rule (CLASS TABLE). Note that in the derivation of \( P \{ S \} Q \) one can use the method call rules.

In case \( ST(T, m) \) is a model program specification of the form \( mp(S) \), rule (SAT MP) says that an implementation \( S \) must match \( S \) and for each sub-statement in \( S \) of the form \( \text{refining } P, Q \) as \( S' \), the statement \( S' \) must satisfy
specification \( P, Q \). In the rule, each typing context \( \Gamma' \) is determined by the surrounding declarations.

Rule (REF) for the refining statement is a bit surprising. This rule ignores the refining statement’s predicates, \( P' \) and \( Q' \), and instead only requires one to prove \( P \{ S \} Q \). The reason this rule can ignore \( P' \) and \( Q' \) is that execution of a refining statement just executes its body, \( S \). However, if such a statement is used in a method with a model program specification, then a proof that \( S \) satisfies \( P' \{ S \} Q' \) will be required as part of the \((\text{SAT MP})\) rule.

### 4.3.2 State Transformer Semantics

To prove soundness of the Hoare logic described above, we need an independent semantics. We present a denotational semantics in this subsection. One reason for using such a semantics is that it is a good match for our Hoare logic, in which reasoning about method calls is based on their specifications. The denotational semantics is similarly compositional.

For this purpose we adopt an existing denotational semantics of Java/JML [27], which is based on earlier work [3][35].

In this section we let \( S \) range over method body (code) statements, excluding specification statements.

We write \( State(\Gamma) \) for the set of program states appropriate for the typing context \( \Gamma \). Each such state consists of a heap of objects together with a mapping of the variables declared in \( \Gamma \) to values. We consider only states that are well formed in the sense that every object reference that occurs as a field or variable value is type correct.

A statement \( S \) in context \( \Gamma \) denotes a state transformer, i.e., a (total) function from \( State(\Gamma) \) to \( State(\Gamma) \cup \{ \perp \} \) where \( \perp \) represents divergence or runtime error. Note that \( \perp \) is not a state. Because \( S \) can invoke methods, its semantics is defined in terms of a method environment \( \mu \) that gives the denotations of all methods on receivers of all classes. Ultimately we are interested in a particular method environment, namely the one, written \( \hat{\mu} \), denoted by the class table \( CT \) as described below.

The semantics of method call \( x.m(\bar{x}) \) first checks if the receiver \( x \) is null, in which case the result is \( \perp \). Otherwise, the value of \( x \) is an object of some runtime type \( T \). The state transformer denoted by the body of the method \( m \) declared or inherited in \( T \) is given by \( \mu(T, m) \), and the semantics of the call simply applies this state transformer to a state where \textbf{this} is mapped to the value of \( x \) and parameters \( \bar{y} \) are mapped to the values of \( \bar{x} \).

The denotation of a statement \( S \) that type checks in context \( \Gamma \), written \( [\Gamma \vdash S] \), is defined in terms of an arbitrary \( \mu \), so that \( [\Gamma \vdash S](\mu) \) is a function from \( State(\Gamma) \) to \( State(\Gamma) \cup \{ \perp \} \). For given \( \mu \), the definition of \( [\Gamma \vdash S](\mu) \) goes by induction on the structure of \( S \). It is entirely straightforward and most of the details are not relevant here. We define the semantics for “refining” statements as follows:

\[
[\Gamma \vdash \text{refining } P, Q \text{ as } S](\mu) = [\Gamma \vdash S](\mu)
\]

Recall that the specification part is only present to make the connection with a corresponding specification statement in a model program specification.

Specification statements only occur in model programs and their semantics is given in Section 4.3.3.

Some work is needed to define a method environment, \( \hat{\mu} \), that models the semantics of the class table. This is done by taking the least upper bound, in a straightforward ordering of a countable sequence of approximate method environments \( \mu_i \). For each \( i \), the semantics \( [\Gamma \vdash S](\mu_i) \) accurately models an operational semantics for \( S \) in which the method call stack is bounded in depth by \( i \), with outcome \( \perp \) if the depth is exceeded. The limit, \( \mu_h \), models an operational semantics with unbounded calling stack.

Define \( \mu_0 \) to interpret every method as the everywhere-\( \perp \) function. For \( i \geq 0 \), construct \( \mu_{i+1} \) as follows: for each class \( T \) and method named \( m \) with body \( S \) in \( T \), the meaning of the method in \( \mu_{i+1} \) is given by \( S \) in terms of \( \mu_i \), that is: \( \mu_{i+1}(T, m) = [S](\mu_i) \). In case \( m \) is inherited in \( T \) from some superclass \( T' \), \( \mu(T, m) \) is defined to be \( \mu(T', m) \).

For any terminating computation, there is some finite maximum size of the calling stack, and this is reflected in the fact that for any \( S \) and any \( \sigma \) there is some \( i \) such that

\[
[S](\hat{\mu})(\sigma) = [S](\mu_j)(\sigma) \quad \text{for all } j \geq i
\]

Hence if \( S \) is the body of \( m \) in \( T \) then \( \hat{\mu}(T, m) = [S](\hat{\mu}) \).

We now define a semantics for Hoare triples. We write \( \text{Pred}(\Gamma) \) for the powerset of \( State(\Gamma) \), noting that \( \perp \) is not a state and therefore not an element of any \( \varphi \in \text{Pred}(\Gamma) \).

For \( \mu \) well formed in \( \Gamma \), written \( \Gamma \vdash \mu \), we write \( [\Gamma \vdash P] \) for its denotation, which is an element of \( \text{Pred}(\Gamma) \). This is consistent with the semantics \([\Gamma \vdash E]\) of expressions: a boolean expression maps states to true or false, which can be seen as the characteristic function of a set. We assume that pre- and post-conditions never evaluate to \( \perp \). The semantics of boolean expressions is straightforward, and our results do not depend on the particular syntax of assertions.

A postcondition \( Q \) can refer to both initial and final state, and we overload notation to write \([Q] \) for the subset of \( State(\Gamma) \times State(\Gamma) \) denoted by \( Q \). We omit details, but recall in the case of method specifications, some desugaring is needed so that mention of \textbf{this} and method parameters in \( Q \) refer to the initial state, so that rule (MCALL) is sound.

**Definition 4.2 (valid triple).** Let \( \mu \) be a method environment. Then \( P \{ S \} Q \) is valid for \( \mu \) iff

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{for all } \sigma, \sigma' \in State(\Gamma), \\
\text{if } \sigma \in [P] \text{ and } \sigma' = [S](\mu)(\sigma), \text{ then } (\sigma, \sigma') \in [Q].
\end{align*}
\]

\(^3\)State transformers are ordered, as usual, by the pointwise order on functions, with respect to the order with states incomparable and \( \perp \) less than every state. That is, \( f \leq g \) iff for all \( \sigma \), if \( f(\sigma) \neq \perp \) then \( f(\sigma) = g(\sigma) \).
Note that this is partial correctness, because it imposes no constraint in case \( S(\mu)(\sigma) = \perp \) since \( \perp \) is not a state.

This definition is our touchstone, since it is the standard meaning of partial correctness specifications and it is based on a semantics that is essentially operational, though formulated in denotational style.

### 4.3.3 Predicate Transformer Semantics

Definition 4.2 has one limitation: for client reasoning, formalized by the rule (HOCALL), we need Hoare triples for model programs. Since model programs may contain specification statements, a deterministic state transformer semantics would be insufficient. It is convenient to use (weakest precondition) predicate transformers, which are a standard model for refinement calculi.

Since the meaning of a specification statement is only needed during client reasoning, predicate transformer semantics is only needed at the level of statements, not at the level of method environments. Hence the predicate transformer semantics is orthogonal to the issue of mutual recursion among methods.

The predicate transformer semantics of \( S \) with respect to method environment \( \mu \) is written \( \langle \Gamma \vdash S \rangle(\mu) \). It will be defined to be a predicate transformer. We continue to interpret methods as state transformers, hence the use of the same kind of method environment as defined earlier.

For all primitive statements \( S \), other than specification statements, we define \( \langle \Gamma \vdash S \rangle(\mu) \) by

\[
\langle \Gamma \vdash S \rangle(\mu) = \text{img}(\langle \Gamma \vdash S \rangle(\mu))
\]

where for each function \( f : \text{State}(\Gamma) \rightarrow \text{State}(\Gamma) \) the inverse image \( \text{img}(f) : \text{Pred}(\Gamma) \rightarrow \text{Pred}(\Gamma) \) is defined for all \( \sigma \in \text{State}(\Gamma) \) and \( \varphi \in \text{Pred}(\Gamma) \) by

\[
\sigma \in \text{img}(f)(\varphi) \iff f(\sigma) \in \varphi.
\]

In particular, equation 3 applies in case \( S \) is a method invocation. This is why the predicate transformer semantics can be defined in terms of ordinary method environments, rather than storing predicate transformers in the method environment as in 10. Equation 3 turns out to hold for all \( S \) without specification statements, because we adopt the usual semantic definitions for control structures:

- \( \langle \Gamma \vdash S_1; S_2 \rangle(\mu)(\varphi) = \langle \Gamma \vdash S_1 \rangle(\mu)(\langle \Gamma \vdash S_2 \rangle(\mu)(\varphi)) \)
- \( \langle \text{if } E \text{ then } S_1 \text{ else } S_2 \rangle(\mu)(\varphi) = (\langle E \rangle \cap \langle S_1 \rangle(\mu)(\varphi)) \cup (\langle E \rangle \cap \langle S_2 \rangle(\mu)(\varphi)) \)

As in the state transformer semantics, the meaning of a refining statement is given by its body:

\[
\langle \Gamma \vdash \text{refining } P, Q \text{ as } S \rangle(\mu) = \langle \Gamma \vdash S \rangle(\mu)
\]

It remains to define the semantics for specification statements. Define, for all typing contexts \( \Gamma \), for all \( \mu \), for all \( \varphi \) in \( \text{Pred}(\Gamma) \), and for all \( \sigma \) and \( \sigma' \) in \( \text{State}(\Gamma) \):

\[
\sigma \in \langle \Gamma \vdash \text{spec}(P, Q) \rangle(\mu)(\varphi) \iff \sigma \in [P \land (\forall \sigma' : (\sigma, \sigma') \in [Q] \Rightarrow \sigma' \in \varphi) \]

To define the meaning of Hoare triples we need one more technical ingredient. For each \( \Gamma \), two-state predicate \( \varphi \subseteq \text{State}(\Gamma) \times \text{State}(\Gamma) \), and \( \sigma \in \text{State}(\Gamma) \), define \( \sigma \mid \varphi \) by \( \sigma \mid \varphi = \{ \sigma' \mid (\sigma, \sigma') \in \varphi \} \).

**Definition 4.3.** For all well formed \( \Gamma \vdash P, S \), \( Q \), where \( S \) may include specification statements, and every method environment \( \mu \), define \( \mu \vdash P, S \vdash Q \) iff

\[
\forall \sigma \in \text{State}(\Gamma) : \sigma \in [P] \Rightarrow \sigma \in [S](\mu)([Q]).
\]

In case \( Q \) does not depend on the initial state, so that we can consider \([Q]\) to be a set of states rather than pairs, note that \( \mu \vdash P \vdash \{S\} \vdash Q \) is equivalent to \( [P] \subseteq [S](\mu)([Q]) \) — our rendering of the usual \( P \Rightarrow \text{wp}(S, Q) \).

**Lemma 4.4.** Suppose \( S \) contains no specification statements. Then \( \mu \vdash P \vdash \{S\} \vdash Q \) if and only if \( P \vdash \{S\} \vdash Q \) is valid for \( \mu \).

This is a straightforward consequence of the relation \[3\] which can be shown to hold for all \( S \).

### 4.3.4 Satisfaction for methods and method environments

The method call rules are only sound if the invoked method implementations satisfy their specifications. This subsection defines satisfaction for an individual method body — i.e., the semantics of the notation “\( S \text{ sat } ST(T, m) \)” used in rules (SAT_RE) and (SAT_MP). This is closely related to satisfaction by all methods in the class table — i.e., the semantics of the notation \( CT \vdash ST \) used in rule (CLASS_TABLE).

The first step is to define the refinement order \( \sqsubseteq \). For predicate transformers \( f, g \) over \( \Gamma \) we define

\[
f \sqsubseteq g \iff \forall \varphi \in \text{Pred}(\Gamma) : f(\varphi) \subseteq g(\varphi).
\]

The semantics of \( \text{spec} \) is justified by the following.

**Lemma 4.5.** For all \( \mu, P, S, Q \):

\[
[S \text{ spec}(P, Q)](\mu) \subseteq [S](\mu) \text{ iff } \mu \vdash P, S \vdash Q.
\]

The proof is straightforward.

The next notion expresses that each method in environment \( \mu \) satisfies its specification.

**Definition 4.6.** \( \mu \vdash ST \) iff for all \( T \) and all methods \( m \) declared or inherited in \( T \) with parameters \( \overline{y} : T \) and for \( \Gamma = \text{this} : T, \overline{y} : T : \)

- if \( ST(T, m) = \text{re}(P, Q) \) then
  \[
  [\Gamma \vdash \text{spec}(P, Q)](\mu) \subseteq \text{img}(\mu(T, m));
  \]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } ST(T, m) = mp(S) \text{ then } \\
\{ \Gamma \vdash S \}(\mu) \subseteq \img(\mu(T, m)).
\end{align*}
\]

The definition applies to any \( \mu \) but consider what it means in case \( \mu \) is the actual semantics \( \hat{\mu} \) of the program. That is, suppose \( \hat{\mu}(T, m) \) is the state transformer denoted by method body \( S \). Then \( \img(\hat{\mu}(T, m)) \) is the same thing as \( \{ S \}(\hat{\mu}) \) — recall (1). So in the case that \( ST(T, m) \) is a requires/ensures form \( re(P, Q) \), the definition amounts to saying \( \hat{\mu} \models P \{ S \} Q \) owing to Lemma 4.5.

A consequence of Assumption 4.1 is that \( \mu \models ST \) implies
\[
T' \leq T \Rightarrow \img(\mu(T, m)) \subseteq \img(\mu(T', m)) \quad (5)
\]

Definition 4.6 is for the consequent of rule (CLASS TABLE) and the following for its antecedent.

**Definition 4.7.** Define \( \mu \models S \sat ST(T, m) \) by cases:
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } &ST(T, m) = re(P, Q) \text{ then } \mu \models P \{ S \} Q \\
\text{if } &ST(T, m) = mp(S) \text{ then } \{ S \}(\mu) \subseteq \{ S \}(\mu)
\end{align*}
\]

**4.3.5 Soundness**

This section proves the main results. The first, Theorem 4.12, says that the Hoare rules for statements are sound. The second, Corollary 4.13, says that the Hoare rules for statements are sound with respect to predicate transformers, in particular for those denoted by methods of some \( mtype(T, m) = \tilde{y} : T \rightarrow \text{void} \).

Note that for expressiveness in the programming language we do not require that arguments in method calls are distinct, which means we must consider non-injective substitutions, so we cannot just invert the substitution and apply that to the final state.

Let \( \Gamma \) be \( \text{this} : T, \tilde{y} : \tilde{T} \) and let \( \Gamma' \) be \( x : T, \tilde{x} : \tilde{T} \). Suppose \( f \) is a predicate transformer on \( \text{Pred}(\Gamma) \) that is independent from the final values of \( \text{this}, \tilde{y} \), i.e., \( f(\varphi) = f(\exists \text{this}, \tilde{y} \cdot \varphi) \). Define \( f[x, \tilde{x}/\text{this}, \tilde{y}] \) on \( \text{Pred}(\Gamma') \) by \( \sigma \in f[x, \tilde{x}/\text{this}, \tilde{y}] \) iff
\[
\sigma | x, \tilde{x} | \text{this}, \tilde{y} \in f(\exists \text{this}, \tilde{y} \cdot \varphi - x, \tilde{x})
\]

where we use an obvious notation for state substitutions and we write \( \exists \text{this}, \tilde{y} \cdot \varphi - x, \tilde{x} \) for the \( \Gamma' \)-predicate obtained by dropping \( x, \tilde{x} \) from states and then adding all possible values for \( \text{this}, \tilde{y} \).

It is straightforward to show that this semantic substitution is monotonic and to prove the following.

**Lemma 4.8 (substitution).** Consider \( \Gamma, \Gamma' \) as just above. Suppose \( \Gamma \vdash S \) and suppose \( S \) does not assign the variables in \( \Gamma \) (but may assign locals and the heap). Then, for any \( \mu \)
\[
\{ \Gamma' \vdash [x, \tilde{x}/\text{this}, \tilde{y}] \}(\mu) = \{ \Gamma \vdash S \}(\mu)[x, \tilde{x}/\text{this}, \tilde{y}]
\]

We omit the similar details for the semantic substitution operation on state transformers that do not assign \( \tilde{y} \), but note the connection for state transformer \( f \) on \( \text{State}(\Gamma) \):
\[
(\img(f))[x, \tilde{x}/\text{this}, \tilde{y}] = (\img(f))[x, \tilde{x}/\text{this}, \tilde{y}]
\]

Now we can proceed to soundness of the statement rules. The modularity of reasoning in terms of specifications is reflected in the fact that they are sound with respect to every method environment that satisfies the specification table.

**Theorem 4.9 (Soundness of statement rules).** For any \( \mu \), if \( \mu \models ST \) and \( P \{ S \} Q \) is derivable then \( \mu \models P \{ S \} Q \).

Proof: by induction on derivation of \( P \{ S \} Q \). We omit proofs of the standard rules for assignment, etc.

For \( \text{MCall} \) we must show
\[
\mu \models (P \& \& x \text{ instanceof } T' \{ x, m(\tilde{x}) \} ; \} Q
\]

assuming the antecedents of the rule. As per Definition 4.3 consider any state \( \sigma \in \{ P \& \& x \text{ instanceof } T' \} \). By type soundness, the dynamic type of the receiver is some subclass \( T'' \) of \( T' \). By an antecedent of the rule we have \( ST(T', m) = re(P', Q') \). By hypothesis of the theorem we have \( \mu \models ST \). So by Definition 4.6 we have \( \{ \text{spec}(P', Q') \}(\mu) \subseteq \img(\mu(T', m)) \). So \( \{ \text{spec}(P', Q') \}(\mu) \subseteq \img(\mu(T'', m)) \) by behavioral subtyping. (5). To complete the argument that \( \sigma \) is in \( \{ S \}(\mu(\sigma)[Q]) \), one unfolds the semantics of \( x, m(\tilde{x}) \), which passes the argument values to \( \mu(T'', m) \) in a way that matches the substitutions. We omit further details, which rely on substitution properties above, since the rule is not novel.

For rule \( \text{HOCall} \) we must show
\[
\mu \models (P \& \& x \text{ instanceof } T' \{ x, m(\tilde{x}) \} ; \} Q
\]

Because method call is a primitive and does not contain specification statements, we can prove the Hoare triple in the simpler form (2) as per Lemma 4.4. That is, for any \( \sigma \) we must show
\[
\sigma \in \{ P \} \Rightarrow (\sigma, [x, m(\tilde{x})]) \in \{ Q \}
\]

assuming the antecedents of rule \( \text{HOCall} \). So suppose \( ST(T', m) = mp(S') \) and let \( S = S'[x, \tilde{x}/\text{this}, \tilde{y}] \). From the key antecedent \( P \{ S \} Q \), by induction on its derivation, we have \( \mu \models P \{ S \} Q \). By Lemma 4.5 we get \( \{ \text{spec}(P, Q) \}(\mu) \subseteq \{ S \}(\mu) \). For any \( T'' \) with \( T'' \leq T' \)}
we have \( \{ \mu \} \subseteq \text{img}(\mu(T'',m)) \) by behavioral subtyping and hypothesis \( \mu \models \text{ST} \) of the Theorem. So by monotonicity of substitution we have

\[
\{ \mu \}(x, \bar{x}/\text{this}, \bar{y}) \\
\subseteq \text{img}(\mu(T'',m))[x, \bar{x}/\text{this}, \bar{y}].
\] (8)

(By the antecedent that \( S' \) does not assign to \text{this}, \( \bar{y} \), its semantics \( \{ \mu \}(x) \) is independent from variables in the post-condition, so the semantic substitution is defined.) Now (8) is equivalent to

\[
\{ S \}(\mu) \subseteq \text{img}(\mu(T'',m))[x, \bar{x}/\text{this}, \bar{y}].
\]

by Lemma 4.8 and definition of \( S \). Since we already proved \( \{ \text{spec}(P,Q) \}(\mu) \subseteq \{ S \}(\mu) \) by the antecedent that \( \mu(T''',m) \) we get, for every \( T'' \leq T' \), that \( \{ \text{spec}(P,Q) \}(\mu) \subseteq \text{img}(\mu(T'',m))[x, \bar{x}/\text{this}, \bar{y}] \). Thus for each \( T'' \), unfolding the definition of \( \subseteq \), for all \( \varphi \),

\[
\{ \text{spec}(P,Q) \}(\mu)(\varphi) \\
\subseteq \text{img}(\mu(T'',m))[x, \bar{x}/\text{this}, \bar{y}](\varphi).
\] (9)

Finally let us show (7). Suppose \( \sigma \in \{ P \} \). For showing \( \{ x, m(\bar{x}) \}(\mu(\sigma)) \in \{ Q \}, \) there are two cases. If \( \sigma(x) \) is null, the result is \( \bot \) and we are done. Otherwise the semantics defines \( \{ x, m(\bar{x}) \}(\mu(\sigma)) \) to be \( \mu(T'',m))[x, \bar{x}/\text{this}, \bar{y}] \) where \( T'' \) is the dynamic type of \( x \) in \( \sigma \). We show that the consequent in (7) holds for any \( T'' \).

Consider some \( \sigma \in \{ P \} \) and instantiate (9) with \( \varphi := (\sigma \downarrow \{ Q \}) \). Using the semantics of \( \text{spec}(P,Q) \) and definition of \( \sigma \downarrow \{ Q \} \), the left side of the inclusion contains \( \sigma \), so

\[
\sigma \in \text{img}(\mu(T'',m))[x, \bar{x}/\text{this}, \bar{y}](\sigma \downarrow \{ Q \}).
\]

Rewriting by definition of \( \text{img} \) and using (9) we get

\[
\{ x, m(\bar{x}) \}(\mu(T'',m))[x, \bar{x}/\text{this}, \bar{y}](\sigma) \in (\sigma \downarrow \{ Q \}),
\]

whence by definition of \( \sigma \downarrow \{ Q \} \)

\[
(\sigma, (\mu(T'',m))[x, \bar{x}/\text{this}, \bar{y}](\sigma)) \in \{ Q \}.
\]

Lem. 4.10 (Soundness of SAT RE). Let \( T \) be a class and \( m \) a method. Suppose \( \mu \models \text{ST} \) and \( \text{ST}(T,m) = \text{re}(P,Q) \). If the antecedents of rule (SAT RE) hold then \( \mu \models S \text{sat } \text{ST}(T,m) \).

Proof: By premise of the rule we have \( P \{ S \} Q \) and so by Theorem 4.9 we get \( \mu \models P \{ S \} Q \), whence \( \mu \models S \text{ sat } \text{ST}(T,m) \) by Definition 4.7 and Lemma 4.5.

Theorem 4.11 (Soundness of SAT MP). Let class \( T \) and method \( m \) be given. Let \( \text{ST}, \) and \( \mu \) be such that \( \text{ST}(T,m) = \text{mp}(S') \) and \( \mu \models \text{ST} \). If the antecedents of rule (SAT MP) hold then \( \mu \models S \text{ sat } \text{ST}(T,m) \).

Proof: The premises are \( \text{match}(S,S) \) and also \( P \{ S' \} Q \) for each “refining \( P, Q \) as \( S' \)” in \( S \). So for each such \( S' \) we get, by Theorem 4.9, that \( \mu \models P \{ S' \} Q \). Thus by Lemma 4.5 we have \( \{ \text{spec}(P,Q) \}(\mu) \subseteq \{ S' \}(\mu) \).

By definition of \( \text{matches}(S,S) \), the only difference between \( S \) and \( S' \) is that \( S \) may contain some specification statements \( \text{spec}(P,Q) \) that correspond, in \( S \), to sub-statements of the form refining \( P, Q \) as \( S' \). Recall that the semantics of refining \( P, Q \) as \( S' \) is just the semantics of \( S' \). Hence, by using \( \{ \text{spec}(P,Q) \}(\mu) \subseteq \{ S' \}(\mu) \) and \( \subseteq \)-monotonicity of all program constructors we get \( \{ S \}(\mu) \subseteq \{ S \}(\mu) \), whence \( \mu \models S \text{ sat } \text{ST}(T,m) \) by Definition 4.7.

The preceding results give soundness of the rules for verifying statements and method bodies, under the assumption that a method environment \( \mu \) is given such that \( \mu \models \text{ST} \). The next result says that if every method body is verified, the assumption can be discharged by using the actual program semantics. Since methods can make recursive and mutually recursive calls, the proof resembles proofs of soundness for the recursive procedure rule in simple imperative languages.

Theorem 4.12 (Soundness of rule (CLASS TABLE)). Let \( \hat{\mu} \) be \( \{ \text{CT} \} \). If \( CT \vdash \text{ST} \) then \( \hat{\mu} \models \text{ST} \).

Proof: We prove, by induction on \( i \), that \( \mu_i \models \text{ST} \) for every \( \mu_i \) in the approximation chain that defines \( \hat{\mu} \). Hence by (1) the least upper bound also satisfies \( \text{ST} \), i.e., \( \hat{\mu} \models \text{ST} \).

The base case \( i = 0 \) is trivial since each \( \mu_0(T,m) \) is \( \lambda \sigma.\bot \) which satisfies every specification.

For the induction step, suppose \( \mu_i \models \text{ST} \). Now \( \mu_{i+1} \) is defined using \( \{ S \}(\mu_i) \) for each method body \( S \). We need to show that \( \{ S \}(\mu_i) \) satisfies \( \text{ST}(T,m) \). By \( CT \vdash \text{ST} \) according to rule (CLASS TABLE) we have \( S \text{ sat } \text{ST}(T,m) \), from either rule (SAT RE) or (SAT MP).

For the case of (SAT RE), we instantiate Lemma 4.10 to get \( \mu_i \models S \text{ sat } \text{ST}(T,m) \) which is equivalent to \( \{ \text{spec}(P,Q) \}(\mu_i) \subseteq \{ S \}(\mu_i) \) and since the body \( S \) has no specification statements this is equivalent to

\[
\{ \text{spec}(P,Q) \}(\mu_i) \subseteq \text{img}(\{ S \}(\mu_i))
\]

which was to be proved.

For the case of (SAT MP), we instantiate Theorem 4.11 and the rest of the argument is similar.

Corollary 4.13. If \( S \) has no specification statements and if \( P \{ S \} Q \) is provable, then it is valid in the state-transformer semantics.

Proof: Recall that “provably” means \( P \{ S \} Q \) is derivable and in addition \( CT \vdash \text{ST} \) is derivable. By the latter and Theorem 4.12 we have \( \hat{\mu} \models \text{ST} \). Using \( P \{ S \} Q \) and Theorem 4.9 we get \( \mu \models P \{ S \} Q \). By Lemma 4.4 we get satisfaction in terms of state transformers, i.e., (2) for \( \mu \).

5. Discussion

5.1 Generality of our Approach

While we formalized our approach as a Hoare logic, formal verification can be done in other ways, for example, using weakest preconditions, refinement calculus, etc.
It was a pleasant surprise that, although refinement underlies soundness of our technique, the grey-box approach can be deployed without need for explicit reasoning in the style of refinement calculi. Nor does our technique require features of JML other than specification statements and refining statements. Adaptation to total correctness should be easy, beyond the inherent complication of measure functions for mutually-recursive, dynamically-dispatched matched methods.

5.2 Specification Inheritance
One way to view specification inheritance for methods [14, 22, 26] is as forming a set of specifications (what JML calls specification cases). Clients reasoning about a call can pick one of these to use in reasoning about the call. Thus a simple interpretation of the meaning of specification inheritance (and joins) for model programs is that clients can choose a particular model program specification when reasoning about a HOM call.

This idea could be formalized as follows. First, generalize the specification table \( ST \) so that \( ST(T, m) \) returns a set of specifications. The set \( ST(T, m) \) is the set of all specifications declared in \( T \) or some supertype of \( T \) for \( m \); this gives meaning to specification inheritance for both model programs and requires/ensures specifications. Second, generalize the \((\text{HOCALL})\) and \((\text{MCALL})\) rules so that clients can use any \( sc \in ST(T, m) \). Third, for verification of implementations, verify that the code satisfies each \( sc \in ST(T, m) \). This would guarantee that all types are behavioral subtypes of each of their supertypes, and that supertype abstraction is valid [14, 22, 26].

If \( m \) has two model program specifications \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) and if there is no \( S \) that matches both \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \), then \( m \) cannot be correctly implemented. That is, specification inheritance may strengthen a specification so much that it becomes unsatisfiable. (This also happens with standard requires/ensures specifications.)

Previous work formalized the join of requires/ensures specification cases [14, 22, 26] using state predicates. The ability to use joined specification cases adds power to the proof system. However, it is not clear how to succinctly express the join of model program specification cases, unless they all have code that is identical, except for having specification statements in the same places.

5.3 Verification of Implementations
Our approach uses simple syntactic matching for verification of implementations. Its simplicity allows us to focus on the big picture, making explanations of the ideas and soundness proof clear. While a more complex notion of matching could be used, it would have to rely on semantical (e.g., proof-based) techniques, such as those used in the refinement calculus or in program transformation.

To obtain more flexibility, one could generalize matching in various ways. One way would be to generalize the “patterns;” that is, the model program specifications. For example, one could allow more constructs from the refinement calculus, such as nondeterministic if statements. While specification statements can simulate many refinement calculus features, they may not be a good basis for partially specifying control structures.

Another way to obtain more flexibility would be to allow the refining statement to match other statements. Since the soundness of our technique relies on the semantic notion of refinement, any complementary notion of matching and refinement could work. However, then verification would require a real refinement calculus, whereas a key contribution of our approach is that use of model programs does not force the reasoner beyond Hoare logic.

5.4 More about Refining Statements
Refining statements themselves are interesting. Their design arose through discussions on the JML interest mailing list, although they have not yet been implemented in the Common JML tools. Several tool builders want something like a refining statement to give frame axioms (JML’s assignable clause) for arbitrary statements, particularly for loop statements [6, 18].

The idea of attaching a specification to a statement is remarkably flexible. For example, one can use a refining statement to replace loop invariant declarations. Suppose \( S \) is the body of a loop for which \( P \) is to be declared as its invariant. This can be done by writing

\[
\text{refining}
\begin{align*}
\text{normal\_behavior}
\quad \text{requires } P; \text{ ensures } P;
\end{align*}
\]

\( S \)

in place of the body \( S \).

5.5 Runtime Assertion Checking
In our approach, refining statements would be the focus of runtime assertion checking for higher order methods. That is, to dynamically check that code implements a model program specification, it suffices to statically match the code against the specification, check the assignable clause, and then to dynamically check that the precondition given in the refining statement’s requires clause holds just before executing its body, and its ensures clause holds just after executing its body.

6. Future Work
Future work includes extending the theoretical and practical treatment of grey-box specifications in several directions. Frame axioms seem to work fine using the datagroup concept (see Section 2.1), so a formal treatment may be easy. Other extensions to our approach could include termination, or treating exceptions and concurrency.
7. Conclusions
Documenting HOMs is an important problem [24][40]. It occurs in connection with most behavioral design patterns, and is quite important for frameworks using such patterns. Besides the grey-box approach [7][8][9], we know of two other approaches to documenting such methods: writing specifications in higher-order logic [12][15] and writing trace-based specifications [40]. Both of these techniques are difficult to use, especially informally. We are unaware of any use of the higher-order logic approach for OO programs.

On the other hand, the grey-box approach corresponds well to standard documentation practice, which presents the method’s code, perhaps omitting some details. Our formalization of this technique explains its basic soundness and gives insight into how to use it more effectively. First, we have precisely explained how one should use this technique in client reasoning, by using a copy rule [32] to explain calls to methods with such specifications. (See rule (HOCALL) in Section 4.3.1.) In essence one copies the model program specification’s code to the call site, and replaces formals with actuals.

Second, we have shown the soundness of the grey-box technique for suppressing details by writing specification statements. Programmers can use this idea informally, by using specification statements in their documentation to stand for pieces of hidden code. In doing so, programmers provide a specification for the hidden piece of code.

The examples presented show that by using a refining statement to mark pieces of code as implementing a specification statement, one can automatically extract grey-box specifications from code. This helps make specifying HOMs more practical.
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